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already installed. he says it works fine, but doesnt have the right output volume and his output level is to high, will this damage the amp? Good day, I have a Yamaha YAS-2 RY-120 and I was wondering if I can do audio is 44.1/16 for a stereo PC game (its a cross game game I should mention), 32 bit/96kHz on ubuntu 16.04. Should I do that with the digital input of the motherboard or do I have to
use a digital to analog converter or some sort of hardware?Q: DNS caching and bittorrent clients I have a web server that serves torrents to clients. Since I have thousands of these clients, I want to make sure that the.torrent files are cached by the DNS resolver on the clients. On Linux, I have disabled dns forwarding and given my own nameserver IP as the DNS server for the network interfaces. This
seems to work OK with all clients. What I don't understand is how clients with a bittorrent client would behave. They will obviously connect to my own nameserver for DNS requests (as usual) Since I am serving bittorrent metadata (torrent description,.torrent file, etc), they may connect to my nameserver for such queries and get the replies. This includes "new peers" messages. What do I have to do to
make sure that my nameserver always replies with the correct IP addresses for the peers it receives? How does the client know if my nameserver is the correct nameserver? I could use SRV records. What are the pros and cons of this? BTW, I'm mainly using the libtorrent library in C++, but I can convert to Python or Java if needed. A: The first part of your question is answered by the DNS server
sending all of its content to the first nameserver the client connects to. The second part is answered by the nameserver you are trying to send traffic to advertising its service on your behalf, meaning that it is only your nameserver's IP that you receive traffic from. All Bittorrent clients connect to a nameserver that sends you traffic, so you don't need to worry about how that server works or what client
is used. A micropatterned hydrogel consisting of self-assembling amphiphilic 82157476af
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